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T FR

Patients in deep remission and on TKI seem
to have have a near-normal life expectancy

Therapy-free remission in CML is an
adorable goal and a great opportunity


With all we know, about 30-40% of CML patients are likely
to be successful in stopping treatment
• with no prior history of progression or resistance
• after many years of TKI treatment
• after some years of deep remission (MR4 or MR4.5)



Multiple studies have consistently demonstrated the safety
and feasibility of stopping treatment: No risk to life



All patients who failed TFR got back into the „safe harbour“
(below MMR). Almost all returned to deep molecular
response

…in clinical studies!

Survival without molecular recurrence %

We can already see in current studies:
Life-long monitoring seems to be required
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for ~30% of patients
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Months after stopping treatment
EURO-SKI, European Stop TKI.
Richter et al, Haematologica 2016 [abstract S145]

Let‘s talk about more about „safe harbour“:
Stringent criteria of current STOP trials
TKI treatment
≥ 3 years
MR4
≥ 1 year
Done by top CML
experts

Selected, low-risk,
well pre-treated
population

Screening
phase
(confirmation
of MR4 in
central lab)

RQ-PCR
every 3rd month

RQ-PCR

q4w

≤ 6 weeks

Informed
consent

Long-term
follow-up to see
late failures

q6w

Year 1

Stop TKI

Year 2

Relapse:
Loss of MMR

Frequent PCR,
high sensitivity,
quick turnaround

Year 3

Follow-up
Very quick
reinitiation of
treatment on
TFR failure

Recommendations on stopping treatment:
Patient characteristics
NCCN Guidelines 2017

ESMO Guideline 2017

CML phase

Chronic phase,
no prior accelerated or
blast phase

Chronic phase, optimal
response to 1st line
therapy

Prior TKI therapy

≥ 3 years

≥ 5 years

Response level before
stopping

MR4 ≥ 2 years

MR 4.5 reached,
MR4 ≥ 2 years

Restart criteria

Loss of MMR

Loss of MMR

BCR-ABL transcript

Quantifiable BCR-ABL
transcript

Quantifiable BCR-ABL
transcript (typical B2a2
or b3a2)

Source: CML Advocates Network ASH Report 2017

Recommendations on stopping treatment:
Institutional requirements
Clinical
center

NCCN Guidelines 2017

ESMO Guideline 2017

CML speciality center

Institution that has structured
follow-up to enable rapid
intervention when BCR-ABL
rises

Lab
Reliable PCR with 4.5 log
requirements sensitivity (IS)
and provides results in 2 weeks

High quality PCR on IS that
provides results within 4 weeks
and can perform PCR every 46 weeks

Monitoring
schedule
after
stopping

Months:
1-6: monthly
7-24: every 2 months
afterwards 3-monthly if in MMR

(Not defined)

Monitoring
schedule
after TFR
failure

Months 0-6: monthly, then every Loss of MMR
3 months infinitely. Mutation
testing if MMR is not regained
after 6 months
Source: CML Advocates Network ASH Report 2017

So what‘s happening on TFR out in
the field?

Wish and reality in clinical practice:
My personal ASCO 2017 shock poster…

Survey of 300 US-based hematologists/
oncologists in Oct-Nov 2016




300 US-based hema/oncologists surveyed in Oct/Nov 2016,
half of them from larger practices with >10 years as
hematology specialists
66 of them had discontinued patients in (some) remission
outside of clinical trials without clear guidelines

Conditions under which TKI therapy was discontinued
differed from new recommended practice guidelines (or
the requirements of prior STOP trials), resulting in
discontinuation without deep response and with
inadeqate monitoring

A considerable number of physicians
stopped patients very early

ESMO Guideline:
minimum duration
of TKI treatment

20% of hemato/oncologists thought 1 log
reduction would be sufficient to stop

ESMO Guideline:
Minimum
response level
before stopping

Post-discontinuation, less than 10% of physicans considered
monthly molecular monitoring (ESMO: monthly in months 16, every 3 months thereafter)

No consensus on the definition of relapse:
only 26% would restart at loss of MMR
For the hypotheical case of a patient who discontinued TKI
therapy in MR4.5,
 21% would define TFR failure on BCR/ABL >0.1% (MMR)
 47% on BCR-ABL increase to ≥1% (MR2)
ESMO Guideline:
 27% on BCR-ABL increase to ≥ 10%
criterium for
restarting
treatment

T FR

TFR, done right, does not mean leaving the
safe harbour – but any CML patient lost to
bad practice would be one too many!

